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About This Game
Intro:
Wars of Seignior is a fast-paced strategic card game that supports real-time PvP battles. Although game design may resemb
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Buyer beware!!!! I purchased the growth fund, on the 13th of June. The growth fund is a way to earn additional gold for a 30
day period. As of 1 July, I can no longer click to accept the growth fund reward, even though it is in my in game mail box, thus I
have lost out on 12 days of the 30 days I paid for. After researching the support for this game, I came to find out, they have a fb
page, they no longer resond to, and an email, they no longer respond to. Steam does not handle the in game purchases for this
title, so if you make an ingame purchase, and you dont get what you paid for, you are on your own. I will not be putting any
more money into this title, ever again.. Alright, after not even 2 hours in i cant talk about what happens after 50hours or more
played obvisiously. But, i definately can say this game is fun. Its a mix of RPG (ur getting quests and move on world map), Real
time strategy (while u cant control units anymore once spawned) and Card Game (ur collecting cards which u can summon in
fights). Its running very smooth, no server problems till now (at launch day!!). The graphics are nice, i like em, while their kinda
"cute" they still dont look outdated. The Dev seems nice and tries to help you asap if u got problems.. I cant access the game via
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steam at the moment. i keep getting "old account" error mesaage.. I like this game very mutch very nice real time card srategy
games. I have played also Minion masters but this game is better than that.. A strange card game, bit basic but it's not bad for a
little pass time. Not much really to it, get cards and place the entity be it a unit or spell onto the battlefield, the AI does the rest. I
don't think i could hardcore this game, feels repetive even after about an hour of play. This game has an RL cash shop. Some of
the text still in chinese. Game is not worth $100, I got it on sale for $3 during winter sale (2017) think that $100 price tag is a
glitch (or maybe a chinese scam). Wait till that glitch clears before you toss money on this, I think off sale was $9.99 before
2018 i noticed before i made review price had went to $100. it's early access game pretty much an open beta don't expect
anything more than that. Otherwise I recommend it. i don't see myself playing it daily or grinding it it's not that good maybe
6/10 in my opinion. Not bad but nothing amazing. Edit (May 15th 2018) Notice now it is a 99 cent game idk whats up with the
dev, they have gone whack lol. Worth 99 cent I'd say. Grab it while it's under 100$ (lmao) starting think the game is abandoned
though, so be aware of the possibility. Been no updates since Nov 2017 Developer seems to be non-existing on the discussions
for the game.
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